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Susana Measelle Hubbs <susana.hubbs@capeelizabeth.org>

[CE SBAC] Where are we with taxes?
1 message

Kevin Justh <kevinjusth@gmail.com> Fri, Apr 19, 2024 at 7:52 AM
To: cesbac@capeelizabethschools.org

 
Dear SBAC:
 
In one of your recent meetings, the town’s finance expert made the comment that because we haven’t
had any recent major projects, our municipal debt (and taxes) was in a temporarily low place, until of
course the next major project. Given the school survey is out, and its budget season and so far, the town
council doesn’t appear to plan to adopt any future capital funding plan, I wanted to see if I could back
into the numbers behind this statement.
 
The state helpfully provides apples to apples comparisons of each town’s effective tax rate, which takes
away the impacts of the variation between assessed value and market value. This allows one to see the
tax impact of the same market value home across all the state. For Cumberland County, and what we
would generally consider both our peer group of towns and immediate neighbors, the table below shows
where Cape is today (at the very bottom) and where it would be assuming the town decides to build a
new middle school. That second assumption is the MAXIMUM tax impact and assumed the continued
normal inflationary increases that the town finance expert provided.
 
This isn’t a “build this don’t build that” letter - there remains ample time to decide what and how much to
defer in capital spending - the town itself suggests there are millions in immediate capital repairs beyond
the schools that will be needed in the next 5-10 years, and that’s before any citizen-led drives for
adapting to climate change, increased service requests (i.e. expanded pickleball options), or recreational
needs. This is more just tying information from the town’s own experts, and giving the committee
additional information should you elect to seek prudent financial options from the Town Council.

Warmly,
Kevin Justh
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--
Under Maine's Freedom of Access law, documents - including e-mail - about town/school department business are
classified as public records and may be subject to disclosure.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to cesbac+unsubscribe@
capeelizabethschools.org.
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